COVID-19 / Coronavirus

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

Visit the CDC to learn more »
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You Can Help Nevada 2-1-1 Keyword Search Quick Search Tool

Nevada 2-1-1 Mission Statement

Our vision is to empower all Nevadans to achieve optimal self-sufficiency, health and well-being.

Our mission is to connect all individuals, families, and
providers to essential health and human services information and resources.

Provide Website Feedback

["field1","equal_to","finding a place to sleep tonight"], ["redirect_to",null,"\emergency-shelter\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","paying my utility bills"], ["redirect_to",null,"\utility-services\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","buying groceries"], ["redirect_to",null,"\food-services\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","locating a mental health counselor"], ["redirect_to",null,"\mental-health-services\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","paying my rent or mortgage payments"], ["redirect_to",null,"\housing-expense-assistance\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","buying diapers for my child"], ["redirect_to",null,"\diapers\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","buying formula for my child"], ["redirect_to",null,"\wic\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","getting alcohol or substance abuse treatment"], ["redirect_to",null,"\addiction-services\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","because I am feeling depressed and need someone to talk to"], ["redirect_to",null,"\mental-health-services\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","finding mental health services for my child"], ["redirect_to",null,"\child-adolescent-counseling\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","finding shelter because of domestic violence in my home"], ["redirect_to",null,"\domestic-violence-shelters\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","finding volunteer opportunities"], ["redirect_to",null,"\volunteer\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","finding someone to give me a break from caring for my child or aging parent"], ["redirect_to",null,"\respite-care\/"], "and"], ["field1","equal_to","finding transportation
to a medical appointment]], [["redirect_to", null, "/medical-transportation/"], "and"], [["field1", "equal_to", "finding a hot meal"], [["redirect_to", null, "/congregate-meals/"], "and"]]

1 Step 1
Not Sure? Use Our Quick Search Tool:
I need help with ... ▼

Go

Previous

Next

We all benefit from a strong, robust Nevada 2-1-1. By providing some basic demographic information, you are helping Nevada 2-1-1 continually improve and better meet your needs. All identifying information always remains confidential. Thank you!

[]
1 Step 1
What Year Were You Born?

What Is Your Gender?
Select An Option▼

Family Status
Select An Option▼

Do You Have Living With You... select all that apply
 □Children Under 18 □Relatives Over 65 □Relatives Under 65

How did you find Nevada 2-1-1? pick one
Select An Option▼

Submit Form

Previous

Next

Read our privacy policy »

Nevada 2-1-1 on Facebook

This message is only visible to admins.
Problem displaying Facebook posts.
Click to show error

Error: An access token is required to request this resource.
Type: OAuthException
Solution: See here for how to solve this error